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The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the States
routinely exchange large amounts of tax infcrmation. The IRS
provides the States with Federal audit report abstracts,
cosputer tapes, and tax returns containing confidential
information on millions of taxpayers; the States in turn sake
their tax returns and audit reports available to IRS. This
exchange should increase tax revenues, reduce duplicate audits,
and increase taxpayer compliance. Findings/Conclusions: The RBS
has no formal program for exchanging inforsation with States and
devotes relatively little effort to exchange activities. Because
of the low priority which IRS has historically given to tax
information exchange activities, it and the States have not
defined their mutual information needs specifically enough. as a
result, States receive such information they do not need or use
while IRS does not make available such itforsation that the
States could use. The IRS has not taken advantage of such State
tax information which could be used to identify nonfilers. Such
of the information the States need could be provAded cn computer
tapes on a cost-reisblrsable basis, but IRS has teen reluctant
to do this. Recoasendations: The Cossissioner of Internal
Revenue should: fix managerial responsibility at the national
office level with authority to coordinate all aspects of the
program; fix responsibility for managing the program at the
regional, district, and service center levels; establish foraal
policies, procedures, and guidelines for impleuenting.
monitoring, and evaluating the program; evaluate each Statees
need for and use of Federal tax information; tailor magnetic
tapes of tax information to the particular needs of each State;
develop an implementation plan with each State specifying exact
types and amounts of information to be exchanged and the methods



of exchange; require States to provde precise criteria and
screen out IRS audit reports which do not neet the criteria;
obtain feedback from States on benefits resulting from
IRS-supplied information; and notify taxpayers that any chango
in the Federal tax liability resulting from IRS audit could
affect their State tax liability. (RBS)
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REPORT BY THE

Comptroller General
OF THE UNITED STATES

Better Management Needed
In Exchanging Federal And State
Tax Information

IRS and the States routinely exchange large
amounts of tax information. But IRS manage-
ment of these exchange activities is frag-
mented, unsystematic, Uncoordinated, and
has been a low priority. cause IRS and the
States have not defined their respective in-
formation needs specifically enough:

--States often get Federel tax informa-
tion they do not use while they do not
get some information they need.

--IRS is not taking full advantage of
available State tax information.

GAO recommends that I RS fix this responsi-
bility so that exchange activities can be ef-
fectively managed at the Federal level. GAO
also recommends a number of other actions
to reduce unnecessary disclosure of Federal
tax information, while at the same time in-
creasing benefits to I RS and the States.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL. OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20148

B-137762

To the Chairman and Vice Chairman
Joint Committee on Taxation
Congress of the United States

This report, one of a series in response to your
Committee's request, recommends that the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) fix responsibility within IRS to better manage
tax exchange activ ties with the States. It also recommends
artions to reduce unnecessary disclosures of Federal tax
information while at the same time increasing benefits to IRS
and the States. IRS agreed with the substance of our recom-
mendations and has established a task forc'? to determine how
to best implement them.

As arranged with your Committee, unless you publicly
announce its contents earlier, we plait rj further distribu-
tion until 30 days from the date of the report. At that
time, we will send copies to interested parties and make
copies available to others upo s St. X

Comptroller General
of the United States
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DIGEST

The exchange of confidential tax 
information

between the Internal Revznue Service 
(IRS)

and the States is intended to increase tax

revenues, reduce duplicate audits, 
and in-

crease taxpayer compliance.

IRS routinely provides States with 
Federal

audit report abstracts, computer 
tapes, and

tax returns containing confidential 
informa-

tion on millions of taxpayers. 
States, in

turn, make available their tax returns 
and

audit reports to IRS.

This exchange pro3ram is important. It has

benefited IRS and the States and, with im-

provements, can produce even greater 
benefits

for each. (See pp. 2 to 5.

Although the exchange of tax information 
is

governed by formal agreements, 
IRS conducts

the activities informally, with 
low priority

and without unified direction. 
No one offi-

cial or unit has overall responsibility 
for

managing exchange activities. 
This lack

of central management has resulted 
in an ab-

sence of adequate program management 
and in

activities generally being carried 
out in a

fragmented, uncoordinated, and unsystematic

manner. The first sten for better management

is IRS's fixing responsibilities 
for the pro-

gram. (See pp. 24 to 29.)

Another step needed is for IRS and States to

identify each other's tax information needs.

Complete -Ind precise identification of these

needs would enable IRS and Staves 
to specify

tax information which should and 
should not

be exchanged. Identification of needs is the

key to the effectiveness of the 
program.

The Congress has recognized the 
importance of

States receiving Federal tax information.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 stipulates that

States adequately safeguard the 
information
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against misuse and unauthorized disclosure.
The first safeguard against these potentialatuses is to limit States to only that Fed-
eral tax information they actually need.But IRS has no formal policy to limit Statesto only the information they need nor tomonitor States' use of information. Suchaction is needed to protect confidentiality
by reducing unnecessary disclosures and help-ing to prevent unauthorized disclosures.
(See pp. 6 and 7.)

States receive much information they do notuse. In 1976, for example:

-- Forty-seven States received 800,000 IRSaudit reports on individual taxpayears butmany were not used because the reporcs didnot meet States' minimum dollar criteria orthe Federal audit adjustments had no bear-ing on State tax issues. (See pp. 7 to 9.)

--Forty-one States received IRS's computertapes--called Individual Master File tapes--
containing confidential information on eachtaxpayer in their respective States. ManyStates did not use much of this information.
(See pp. 10 tu 12.)

-- Florida copied 2t6,000 Federal tax returns
which represented 41 percent of the 523,000returns copied by all States. However,
Florida used only 26 percent of the returns
it copied. (See pp. 12 to 14.)

--New York received 97 percent of the 15,870tax returns identified for States by IRS ashaving good audit potential. New York didnot use about 20 percent of these returnsbecause of staff cutbacks and because borereturns had little audit potential for theState. (See p. 14.)

In other instances, apparently due to the lowpriority it gives exchange activities, IRShas been lax in granting State requests orin telling States what information is avail-able. For instance, Kentucky, Rhode Island,and Connecticut have requested, but have notreceived, audits done by IRS service centers.
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Rhode Island could alEo use a computer tape
of gift tax information to identify nonfilers
of gift tax, but the State was not aware that
such information existed. (See pp. 14 to 16.)

Much information States need could be pro-
vided on computer tapes--either special tapes
or tailored versions of the individual master
file tapes--on a cost-reimbursable basis.
IRS has been reluctant to do this. However,
IRS recently announced that it plans to
"tailor" future tapes, to the extent oracti-
cable, to meet the needs of individual States.
(See pp. 16 and 17.)

IRS has not taken advantage of available
State information which could be useful. For
instance, in 1976 it did not obtain audit re-
sults from 16 States on 445,000 individuals
and audit results from 29 States on 280,000
corporate taxpayers. (See pp. 17 to 19.)

IRS could use State information to identify
Federal nonfilers. Although most States
which receive individual master file tapes
could use them to identify Federal non-
filers for IRS, only three States were doing
so. IRS has only recently begun to consider
how to better use State tax information.
(See pp. 19 and 20.)

Another problem is that IRS does not notifl
taxpayers that their State tax liability may
be affected as a result of IRS audit adjust-
ments. (See p. 21.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recommends that the Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue:

-- Fix managerial responsibility at the na-
tional office level with authority to coor-
dinate all aspects of the program.

--Fix responsibility for managing the proqram
at the regional, district, and service cen-
ter levels.

--Establish formal policies, procedures, and
guidelines for implementing, monitoring,
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and evaluating the program. This should in-
clude a written policy of restricting States
to receiving only that Federal tax informa-
tion they genuinely need and use.

-- Completely evaluate each State's need for
and use of Federal tax information, as
well as IRS's need for State tax informa-
tion.

-- Tailor magnetic tapes of tax information to
the particular needs of each State.

--Develop an implementation plan with each
State spelling out the exact types and
amounts of information to be exchanged and
the methods of exchange.

-- Requice States to provide precise cutoff
criteria and screen out, where appropriate,
IRS audit reports and tax returns which do
not meet the criteria provided.

--Include as part of security reviews at
States a determination that Federal tax
information provided is actually used and
that it is used for tax administration
purposes only.

--Obtain feedback from States on additional
tax assessments or other benefits resulting
from IRS-supplied information.

--Notify taxpayers that any change in their
Federal tax liability resulting from IRS
audit could affect their State tax liabil-
ity. (See p. 30.)

IRS's COMMENTS

IRS agreed with the substance of GAO's recom-
mendations and has organized a task force to
study them and plan how to carry them out to
the maximum practicable extent. IRS also
said that once the task force completes its
study on June 1, 1978, the results would be
sent to GAO and the Joint Committee on Taxa-
tion and actions'would be taken to correct
deficiencies. (See p. 31.)
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STATES' COMMENTS

Each of the 15 States GAO discussed in the
report commented on the report. None dis-agreed with the main points of the conclu-sions and recommendations. Other than thethree that primarily had technical comments,the responses ranged as follows:

-- Eight generally concurred with the report.
-- Three said the report was accurate but ex-pressed certain concerns about it. For ex-ample, Minnesota was apprehensive that"foes" of the exchange program could usethe report to damage existing Federal-Staterelations. GAO supports the exchange pro-gram.

-- Florida disagreed with the finding that ex-cessive Federal tax returns are disclosed
to it. However, it took steps in 1978 toreduce the number of Federal returns itcopies by 40 to 50 percent. (See pp. 31to 34.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and States routinely
exchange large amounts of tax information. 1/ This exchange
should increase tax revenues, reduce duplicate audits, and
increase taxpayer compliance. Under section 6103(d) of the
Internal Revenue Code, Federal tax returns and return infor-
mation are open to inspection, solely for the purpose of tax
administration, by any official, body, or commission law-
fully charged with the administration of State tax laws.
State laws, regulations, or agreements reciprocate by per-
mitting IRS to inspect State tax returns. States, in fact,
are the largest recipients of Federal tax information from
IRS and receive information on millions of taxpayers.

IRS and States began exchanging information in the
1920s. Since 1957, exchange activities have been governed
by a series of formal agreements between IRS and the States.
The current agreement resulted from the new disclosure and
confidentiality requirements of the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
This agreement is uniform for all States and establishes
eneral parameters on the types of information IRS and States
can exchange. All but one State have signed the agreement.

Confidentiality of Federal tax return information is a
primary congressional and public concern. In line with this
concern, the Congress has historically attempted to restrict
the disclosure of tax information, even to the point of
limiting its own inspection privileges.

With regard to States, the Congress has recently been
concerned that Federal tax information supplied may not
always be adequately safeguarded and that political consid-
'eratinns may cause it to be used for nontax purposes. De-
spite ti;ese potential hazards, the Congress believes it is
important that States continue to have access to Federal
tax information for tax administration :?urposes. In
the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the Congress reconciled these
two positions by strengthening the Internal Revenue Code on
disclosure of tax information and increasing the penalties

1/Tax information general!' includes any data relating to a
taxpayer's identity, income, financial status, tax liabil-
ity, and other irfo;:mation furnished with a tax return.
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for unauthorized disclosure. It also increased IRS's re-
sponsibility for protecting tax return confidentiality.

Whenever tax information is exchanged on a large
scale--as it is between IRS and the States--the probability
of loss of confidentiality is increased. Thus, limiting the
quantity of exchanged information to what is genuinely needed
is a fundamental step that should be taken to.reduce unnec-
essary disclosures and the risk of unauthorized disclosures.
Such a step would not be contrary to an effective exchange
program. Both IRS and the States could strive much harder
to protect the confidentiality of tax information, while at
the same time insuring that each is fully meeting the
other's genuine needs for tax information. Neither party
has to suffer a loss of benefits because of the necessity
to preserve privacy.

Most tax information flows from IRS to the States. IRS
district offices, service centers, and the national computer
center are involved in exchanging tax information with the
States.' IRS provides the tax information in the form of
audit report abstracts, computer tapes, copies of tax re-
turns and, to a lesser degree, other media, such as name and
address labels.

Although the agreement between IRS and each State is
uniform, implementation varies widely from State to State
because of State tax laws and the relationships and negotia-
tions between the State and local IRS offices. Accordingly,
some States receive different types and/or greater volumes
of Federal tax information than others.

A schedule of the types and amounts of Federal tax
information received by each State is included as
appendix III.

BENEFITS FROM EXCHANGE
OR TAX INFORMATION

IRS and the States recognize that mutual benefits can
be derived by exchanging tax information. States attain
significant benefits, both tangible and intangible, by using
Federal tax information. While IRS recognizes the value of
State tax information, it has derived far fewer benefits
than the States. Both could do more to increase their
respective benefits.



Because IRS does not maintain information on State
benefits, we sent questionnaires to all 50 States and the
District of Columbia to obtain information on each State's
involvement in tax exchange activities. 1/ As shown in
the following table, these questionnaires disclosed that
State tax agencies assessed more than $182 million in
additional income and other taxes in 1976 by using one
or more types of Federal tax information. This figure is
conservative because only 46 States were able to estimate
the dollar benefits attributable to their use of Federal
tax information.

Number of States
Types of Federal reporting dollar Estimated additional
tax information benefits In 1976 State taxes assessed

IRS audit reports 46 $137,703,890

Computer tapes 28 38,176,901

Tax returns identi-
fied by IRS as
having good audit
potential 3 1,662,049

Other tax information
(primarily estate
and gift tax data) 5 4,534,594

Total $182,077,434

Aside from being used to assess additional L'atc taxes,
Federal tax information is also used to a lesser degree to
provide taxpayers with additional State refunds. Twenty-nine
States reported $5,494,000 in additional State refunds as a
result of using Federal tax information.

As would be expected, States rely heavily on Federal
tax information in their audit and enforcement efforts.
The above $182 million in additional State tax assessments
represents nearly half of the $368 million total additional
income tax assessments reported to us by 42 States with a
personal income tax as being derived through their audit and
enforcement efforts. For those States with well established

1 For purposes of this report the District of Columbia
will be considered a State.
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audit systems, the use of Federal tax information signif-
icantly supplements the State's own enforcement operations.
For many States with limited audit operations, the use of
Federal tax information may constitute the predominant
part of their tax effort. The extent of State reliance
reported to us by 45 States is shown below.

Percentage of audit and enforcement
assessments attributable to IRS
information Number of States

More than 80 percent 5

61 to 80 percent 5

41 to 60 percent 8

20 to 40 percent 13

Less than 20 percent 14

Total 45

State tax assessments based on IRS-supplied information
result in benefits not only in the period acted upon but

in future years as well. Accumulative permanent gains,
particularly from computer tape matching programs, are re-
flected in later years in increased State tax collections.
Once on the tax rolls, taxpayers discovered through tape
matching programs customarily become permanent taxpayers
and file their returns annually. Thus, year after year,
Federal tax return information contributes to expanding
the States' tax bases.

Aside from obvious dollar benefits, some States have

indicated that information received from IRS provides an
immeasurable but important deterrent effect. They believe
that the mere knowledge among taxpayers that IRS is supply-
ing States with information acts to deter nonfiling and
underreporting of taxes. To promote this deterrent effect,
some States issue news releases on their receipt of Federal
tax information from IRS.

IRS receives lesser dollar benefits than States
from exchange of tax information and does not rely heavily
on State tax information when doing its audits. In 1976
IRS reported $6.8 million in additional taxes and penalties
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assessed by auditing 16,457 returns based on State informa-tion. At IRS service centers, State tax information wasone of the most profitable sources of audit revenue perreturn.

Although reported benefits of tax information exchangeactivities are considcerable, more could be done to increasethe volume of benefits to both IRS and States. ImprovedIRS management of exchange activities, including morespecific definition of IRS and State information needs,
would help to maximize tax revenues for both parties.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

The Joint Committee on Taxation requested that wereview the Federal-State tax information exchange program,including methods of exchange, extent of the program,access to and controls over exchanged information, anthe use of such information.

During 1977, when we did our fieldwork, IRS, in re-sponse to the Tax Reform Act of 1976, was preoarinq
requirements on physical security and safeguarding ofFederal tax information by States as well as related IRSinspection guidelines. Accordingly, it was too soonto assess the adequacy of access to and controls overexchanged information.

Our review focused on tax exchange activities carriedout during calendar year 1976. We

--reviewed pertinent IRS and State records,

-- interviewed IRS and State representatives involvedin exchange activities, and

-- mailed questionnaires to the tax departrlents of all50 States and the District of Columbia.

We did our work at IRS national office, Washington,D.C.; at 5 of the 7 IRS regions; 17 of 58 district offices;and 8 of 10 service centers. We also worked at the taxdepartments of 13 States representing 40 percent of the Na-tion's personal-income taxpayers and accounting for morethan 70 percent of all States' personal-income tax revenuesin 1976.

A list of specific locations visited is included asappendix II.
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CHAPTER 2

EXCHANGE ACTIVITIES HAMPERED BY

INADEQUATE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

IRS has no formal program fcr exchanging information
with States and, in fact, devotes relatively little effortto exchange activities. Because of the low priority which
IRS has historically given to tax information exchange
activities, it and the States have not defined their mutualinformation needs specifically enough. As a result, Statesreceive much information they do not need or use and IRS is
not making available some information which the States coulduse. Conversely, IRS has not taken advantage of much State
tax information.

STATES GET UNNEEDED FEDERAL
TAX INFORMATION

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 recognizes the importance ofStates receiving Federal tax information but stipulates thatStates adequately safeguard it against misuse and unautho-rized disclosure. The first safeguard against these abuses
is the limiting of exchanged information to the mimimum
needed--the time-honored "need to know" concept.

In January 1976, the IRS Commissioner stated that, indetermining the extent to which States should have access toFederal tax information, a key factor to be considered iswhether the tax information is necessary to the requesting
agency's function. Although this principle is sound,
IRS has not implemented it.

IRS has no policies or plans which restrict States toonly that Federal tax information they can and will actually
use nor has it provided the States with only the specific
information they do need. Consequently, States receive
a large volume of Federal tax information which they do
not use or need.

As would be expected in the absence of a policy, IRSis unaware of how much Federal tax information the States
are actually using. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 authorizes
IRS to (1) provide States with Federal tax information to
be used solely for tax administration purposes and (2)
review and report to the Congress regularly on the adequacy
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of States' physical security over Federal tax information.
IRS is not explicitly required to determine if Statesdo not use any or all of the Federal tax informationthey receive. However, it is obvious that nonuse is not"use solely for tax administration purposes." Althoughnonuse does not necessarily constitute misuse, it is anunnecessary disclosure of tax information. Any unnecessarydisclosure is unjustified when it can be reasonably avoided.

From our review of IRS's draft guidelines forState security and discussions with appropriate IRSofficials, it is apparent that IRS does not plan toreview States' use of Federal tax information from thestandpoint of how much is (and is not) being used.
IRS should.

Many IRS audit reports received
but not used by States

IRS provides States with abstracts of IRS auditreports on individual and corporate taxpayers, which
are used to adjust taxpayers' State tax liabilities.These include the more complex field and office auditsfrom district offices as well as less complex corres-pondence audits from service centers. Much of this
information is not used by the States.

In 1976, 47 States received almost 800,000 IRSaudit reports on individual taxpayers and about 47,000audit reports on corporate taxpayers. Eighteen of theseStates provided IRS with cutoff criteria (such as enincreased Federal tax assessment of at least $200) touse in screening the reports on individual taxpayers.

It is difficult to determine precisely how many of
IRS audit reports overall are not being used by Statesbecause in most cases neither party maintains this typeof information. However, in some States, as many astwo-thirds of some types of audit reports received are
not being used because the reports do not meet States'i.nimum dollar criteria and/or the Federal audit adjust-
ments noted by IRS have no bearing on State tax issues.
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For example:

--Some of the audit report adjustments received
by Indiana pertain to itemized deductions.
Itemized deductions have no bearing on
Indiana's income tax. Accordingly, Indiana
screened and destroyed 2,562 Federal audit
abstracts in 1975, 25 percent of all received.
In 1976, the State destroyed 2,345, or 22
percent of those received.

-- In 1976, Ohio destroyed 8,065 audit reports
because they could not be used to adjust the
taxpayers' State liability. Many contained
adjustments below the State's criterion for
taking action, some were not relevant to
Ohio tax liability, and some pertained to
years before Ohio's income tax was adopted.
Those destroyed were from the accumulated
receipts of 1974, 1975, and 1976, and
represented an estimated 50 percent of the
individual audit reports received.

-- In 1976, Minnesota received 37.000 audit
reports of which two-thirds wets not used
because they did not meet their minimum
dollar criteria and therefore were not
cost effective to process.

--Kentucky did not use about 23 percent of the
IRS audit reports received because some did
not meet State criteria. Kentucky officials
estimated, however, that half of the unused
reports involved taxpayers for which the State
had no record. Since the form used by IRS to
summarize the audit does not contain the tax-
payer's address, the State was unable to
contact the person.

-- Idaho received, but had no use for, audit reports
on self-employment tax. A State official
estimated that 2,900 such audit reports were
unused during a 20-month period, but the State
had not informed IRS of this problem.

--Utah received all the audit reports prepared by
the Ogden service center. A State official said
only about 50 percent of these were needed because
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some were for adjustments to self-employment tax
which Utah does not need, while other audit amounts
were too small. A service center representative
told us he provides all such information regardless
of amount or State need to 14 States because the
clerk who separates the State copy is not trained
to separate audits using different State criteria.
He is trying to get the 14 States to agree to a
uniform cutoff.

-- In New York, IRS district offices furnish all
audit reports to State employees located on the
IRS premises. The State employees screen out
those which do not meet State criteria and copy
the rest. To avoid the unnecessary disclosure
of those reports being screened by State personnel,
IRS could do the screening. The Andover IRS service
center which provides audit reports to New York
presently does extensive screening using State cri-
teria and other IRS offices screen for other States.

,--New York received estate tax audit reports, about 30
a year, from the IRS Albany distri. office. The re-
ports were accompanied by the respective tax returns.
The State kept these audit reports and returns in a
locked filing cabinet and did not use them at all.
State representatives said the information was not
needed because the State would eventually receive
the IRS closing letter on each of these estate tax
cases from the IRS district offices in the State.

These examples of excessive disclosure could be elimi-
nated if States defined their needs more specifically, as
was done in Massachusetts and Wisconsin. Tn Massachusetts,
the Andover service center used to screen ,11 Audit reports
and furnish Massachusetts with only those having an adjust-
ment in tax liability of $200 or more. However, Massachu-
setts found that .teen with this screening procedure, about
18 percent of the audit reports received from IRS resulted
in no change to State tax liability, mostly because the
IRS audit adjustments had no bearing on State adjustments.
Massachusetts reduced the nonusage rate by simply furnish-
ing Andover with a list of about a dozen criteria to use
in selecting audit reports. Massachusetts did not have to
discard a single audit report from the reports screened
by Andover service center using the new criteria.
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In Wisconsin, many audit reports received from the Kansas
City service center were not being used. Over a 5-month
period in 1976, for example, Wisconsin did not use more than
60 percent of the 3,290 audit reports received, mainly
because they had no relevance to State issues. A Wisconsin
official stated that this problem was discussed with IRS
officials and, as a result, IRS stopped sending the unusable
audit reports.

Despite the fact that States de not use many IRS
audit reports, they derive signi.Lcant benefits from
the reports they do use. As rep)rted %.o us, audit reports
on individuals resulted in nearly $8° mi 'in in additional
State tax assessments, representing tihe Jest single source
of benefits resulting from tax exchange activities. In
addition, States reported almost $2 million in State tax
refunds based on IRS audit reports. IRS audit reports on
corporations enablLt the States to assess more than $48
million in additional State taxes and re'und an additional
$3.35 million.

States do not use much of the tax
information on the Individual
Master File tape

Annually, IRS makes available to each State, on a
reimbursable basis, a computer tape--the Individual Master '
File (IMF) tape--containing information on each taxpayer in
that State who filed a Federal tax return for the previous
year. The tape is derived from IRS's master file of individ-
ual taxpayer information.

Each tape contains 19 uniform data elements on each
taxpayer. Thirteen of these elements--name, address, tax-
payer and spouse's social security numbers, marital status,
exemptions, wages and salaries, adjusted gross income, in-
terest income, taxable dividends, acceptable total tax,
code indicating if IRS has selected the taxpayer's return
for audit, and the amount of audit adjustment--can be
considered particularly confidential.

In 1976, 41 States re eived an IMP tape containing
information on their respective taxpayers. Overall, this
amounted to 71 million taxpayers, or 86 percent of all
individuals filing Federal returns. The tape serves many
purposes. Thirty-eight of the 41 participating States
used the IMF tapes to identify nonfilers of State tax
returns, 26 used it to compare Federal and State tax data
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to identify discrepancies, 8 used it to update mailing lists
for State tax administration purposes, and 3 used it to
identify Federal nonfilers. Twenty-eight States reported
additional State tax assessments of $37,873,148 in 1976
resulting from their use of the IMF tape.

Nevertheless, many of the 41 States did not use much
of the confidential information on the tapes. Two States
virtually did not use their tapes. One had received the
tape for several years but had not used it. This State
offered to return the tape in 1977 but IRS would not void
the bill for preparing it. The other State was initially
denied the IMF tape because it did not have a personal
income tax. However, IRS later sent the tape which the
State used for only one taxpayer. In total, the tapes
for these two States contained information on more than
five million taxpayers.

Sixteen States did not use any of the IMF data on
many of their taxpayers because the taxpayers' adjusted
gross incomes or taxable incomes were less than a pre-
determined State cutoff level. For example, one State
established a cutoff level for adjusted gross income, which
excluded about 80 percent of the State's taxpayers. Accor-
dingly, the State did not need or use any of the IMF data
for these taxpayers.

Even where States used the IMF tape for all or some
of their taxpayers, they did not use all 13 of the tape's
particularly confidential data elements. The most frequently
used elements included name, social security number, address,
and adjusted gross income. However, one-third of the States
used fewer than half of the confidential data elements. Only
one State used all of the tape's confidential
information.

When the confidential data elements are not used,there are numerous unnecessary disclosures. For example,
because nine States did not use information on adjusted
gross income, this information on about 20 million
taxpayers was needlessly disclosed.

The disclosure of unneeded tax information could be
eliminated if IRS provided each State with a reduced
version of the IMF tape. In this version, each tape would
contain only that information used by the individual State.
The Privacy Protection Study Commission, in June 1976,
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suggested something to this effect to IRS. 1/ In his re-
sponse to the Commission, the IRS Commissioner indicated
that technically and financially, eliminating information
from the IMF tape to suit individual State needs appeared
feasible. IRS estimated that modifying the IMF tape to
suit each State's needs would cost about $182,000 annually,
an additional annual cost of $72,000. Since IRS charges
Stites for the cost of the tapes, the additional cost would
be passed on to them.

As of October 1977, IRS had not implemented the Privacy
Commission's suggestion. Rather, IRS was continuing its
policy of providing a uniform tape to all States regardless
of individual State needs. This policy was based on the
belief that any deviation from a standard tape might open
the door to excessive demands for different types and
amounts of information. The requirements for confiden-
tiality must be balanced against the perceived administra-
tive concerns of IRS. In this case, confidentiality con-
cerns should be paramount.

During our review, we told IRS officials on several
occasions that it should modify its policy and provide
each State with a tape containing only the information
needed by that State. On November 25, 1977, after we had
completed our fieldwork, IRS notified State tax agencies
that it planned, to the extent practicable, to "tailor" the
1978 tapes to each State's particular needs and requested
related information for planning purposes.

Florida receives excessive
number of tax returns

States routinely inspect and/or receive copies of Federal
tax returns. In 1976, 42 States copied or received copies
of about 523,000 Federal tax returns from IRS, less than
10,000 of these being specifically requested by name.
Florida accounted for 41 percent of the 523,000.

Florida's case presents an obvious example of excessive
disclosure of Federal tax returns. It taxes intangible
personal property, such as stocks and bonds. The State
compares Federal and State tax return information to see
which cases are worth auditing. In 1976 Florida employees
inspected about 1.9 million Federal returns at the Atlanta

1/The Privacy Protection Study Commission issued a report
to the President and the Congress in June 1976 entitled
"Federal Tax Return Confidentiality. 
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service center, microfilmed 216,066 of these returns, andsent the microfilm to Florida. However, Florida only used55,632 returns (26 percent of the microfilmed returns andonly 3 percent of those initially inspected). A State taxCficial said there probably are better ways to obtaitn" Federal tax information but the current method works
1 for Florida.

In addition to inspecting and copying excessive numbersof Federal returns, Florida receives unnecessary tax infor-mation on each Federal tax return it microfilms. Forexample, the State microfilms the entire first page ofIRS Form 1040 but uses only the taxpayer's name, address,social security number, and dividend income. Florida alsocopies all of Schedule B of Form 1040 (interest and dividendincome) but it needs only the dividend income section.

IRS has been aware of the excessive disclosure situationin Florida at least since October 1974 but has not taken cor-rective action. IRS officials said that they have continuedto allow Florida to microfilm tax information without maskingc.t unneeded data because a masking procedure would be diffi-cult and costly. However, appropriate State officials toldus that it would not. Connecticut, for example, carried outa masking procedure with no apparent difficulty.

After we discussed this problem with the IRS Jackson-ville district director, a regional analyst began working onit in June 1977. The analyst and the regional disclosureoff 'er said IRS should establish some other system to in-sure that Florida gets only the tax information it needs.

There are several ways to minimize this excessive dis-closure. A possible alternative would be for Florida to usethe IMF tape to identify audit leads and then reproduce onlythose Federal returns needed for State audit purposes. Thisalternative, if used in 1976, would have resulted in Floridacopying about 74 percent fewer Federal returns. lActheralternative would be for IRS to prepare a special tape de-signed to include, to the extent possible, only the infor-mation Florida needs. This alternative would eli-inatethe screening and photocopying of returns by State personnel.A less desirable alternative would be to implement a mask-ing procedure. Masking would not reduce the number ofreturns Florida inspects, but it would result in less infor-mation being unnecessarily disclosed to Florida on eachreturn it microfilms.
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New York does not use many
Federal tax returns with good
audit potential

IRS makes available to States information on taxpayers
whose returns it has identified as having good audit poten-
tial. Audit potential is determined through a computerized
scoring system known as discriminant function (DIF). The
higher the DIF score assigned to an individual's return,
the greater the potential for tax change. States use this
information as a basis for auditing State returns, with
results passed on to IRS for adjusting the taxpayers'
Federal tax liability. This procedure allows increased
Federal and State audit coverage while minimizing audit
duplication.

In 1976 three States (New York, Kentucky, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia) received information on 15,870 individuals
whose returns were identified by IRS as having good audit
potential. New York received 97 percent of this total. New
York provided IRS with criteria for selecting desirable re-
turns and requested 15,440 for tax year 1975. The State
received copies of the Federal returns accompanied by copies
of the IRS audit classification sheets indicating the items
worth auditing. The State did not use about 20 percent of
the returns because

-- staffpower cutbacks and shifts in audit emphasis
precluded New York from auditing everything
requested from IRS and

-- some returns had little audit value to the
State because its criteria did not adequately
distinguish between Federal and State tax
laws.

This excessive disclosure could have been at least par-
tially reduced if New York and IRS agreed on more definitive
criteria for the types of tax returns desired by the State.

STATES ARE NOT GETTING
SOME NEEDED INFORMATION

For a variety of reasons, States are not receiving much
information of potential interest from IRS. In some cases,
States have not adequately communicated their needs to IRS
or have not vigorously pursued their requests. In other
cases, IRS has not fully informed States of what is available
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or has been lax in granting requests. This lack of interestby IRS appears to be due to the overall low priority IRSgives to the exchange of tax information.

We did not make a detailed review of State needs forspecific Federal tax information. We did, however, identifysome situations where States were not getting informationapparently needed.

-- In 1974, the Atlanta district office gave Georgiathe names of about 2,000 taxpayers whose
returns were identified as having good auditpotential. Georgia officials said the Stateaudited each of these cases and considered
the program a success. In July 1974, IRStold the State that it planned to send similarinformation on a continuing basis. As ofMay 1977, IRS had not sent the information andState officials planned to send a letter to
IRS formally requesting it.

-- In 1974, Florida asked IRS for the names ofcorporate taxpayers with good audit potentialwhich IRS did not plan to audit. The Statewould use this data as the basis for auditingcorporations. IRS has not sent these auditleads, and a State official said Florida did
not follow up on this request.

-- State officials in Florida, Massachusetts,
Indiana, Kentucky, and Ohio said theywould likt to get IRS audit reports for corpora-tions doing b",siness but not headquartered in
their States. These audits are done by the IRSdistrict offices in the States where the corpora-
tions are headquartered. The interested Statescould use the audit reports to determine what
portion of the total IRS audit adjustment isapplicable to them.

-- Kentucky, Rhode Island, and Connecticut haverequested but have not received service centeraudits.

-- Rhode Island would like to receive a tape
of gift tax information to identify nonfilersof State gift tax. New York receives such atape and, since 1972, has recovered more than
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$1 million using it. The tape could also be used
to identify nonfilers for IRS. Until our review,
Rhode Island was unaware that such a tape existed
but now intends to ask IRS for it.

These examples illustrate the need for IRS ai&d States
to communicate their needs and cooperate to fulfill these
needs.

State needs could be more effectively
met with special computer tapes

Much information that States need could be provided
on computer tapes--either special tapes or tailored versions
of the IMF tape. This procedure would not only insure that
States receive the information they need but could, in some
cases, greatly reduce unnecessary disclosures and the flow
of excessive information to some States. Further, it would
enhance efficiency by reducing the administrative costs of
copying and manually recording the disclosed information.

IRS policy is not to make a change in the IMF tape
just to az..=.-date one or two States, without giving the
same treatment to all participating States. Nor has it
been IRS ractice to honor requests for special tapes for
individual States because of its concern about excessive de-
mands on resources and computer time. Accordingly, individ-
ual States have been denied special tapes and have had to
L3e more costly and less convenient methods. In other
cases, States end up with nothing. These problems are indi-
cated by the following situations.

Connecticut taxes capital gains and dividends. Under
current procedures, IRS, with the assistance of General Ser-
vices Administration (GSA) employees, periodically provides
the State with copies of relevant sections of Federal tax
returns (about 392,000 pages of information in 1975). If
IRS would furnish Connecticut with a tape of the desired
information, Connecticut would receive the information
it needs in an easily manageable form and would also save
about $61,000 in copying costs paid to GSA. This should
result in substantial savings to the State because Con-
necticut pays only $2,275 for the IMF tape. The most
expensive IMF tape provided to States currently costs
$14,000. Also, IRS would not have to manually indicate
in the taxpayer files that disclosures have been made,
since this could be done by computer.
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In Connecticut's case, most of the IMF tape information
could be deleted since the State does not use it. The cur-
rent IMF tape contains information on dividends but not on
capital gains. However, capital gains information is avail-
able on tape at IRS service centers. Using this, IRS could
generate a special tape of capital gains information as
Connecticut has requested. An IRS national office repre-
sentative refused this request because he feared that it
would set a precedent for additional State requests. A
service center representative told us, however, that such
a tape could be easily prepared.

In 1974, Louisiana asked IRS about the availability of
a tape covering filers of declarations of estimated income.
IRS responded that although it did not maintain the exact
data requested, it did have a data element which would
assist Louisiana. However, IRS would not make a change in
the IMF tape just to accommodate Louisiana.

IRS representatives said it is possible to provide ad-
ditional information to States if the information is already
contained in the IRS master file. Since the tapes are pro-
vided on a cost-reimbursable basis, it seems practical to add
information to the State's IMF tapes if the information is
already in the IRS master file. We recognize, however, that
preparing special tapes may cause IRS some inconvenience to
its normal operations. Accordingly, States should thoroughly
justify their need for any specially requested tapes.

IRS IS NOT TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF SOME STATE TAX INFORMATION

Although IRS receives and uses some State tax informa-
tion, it is not taking advantage of other useful information
States could provide. IRS recognizes the potential value of
State tax information and has recently been considering how
to better use such data. In June 1977, the IRS Deputy Com-
missioner stated:

"The Service has not made a broad scale effort
to maximize the use of State information in
Federal tax administration. This is not
to say that we are not now realizing significant
benefits from the use of State data,
because we are. For example, certain co-
operative audit arrangements are extremely
beneficial. However, the Service has not been
as aggressive as State tax administrators in
pursuing potential opportunities."
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As a result of this renewed interest by the Deputy Com-
missioner and other IRS representatives, the Acting Director
of the Legislative Analysis Division formed an informal study
group in June 1977 to explore the possibilities of obtaining
State data to enhance IRS's compliance program. However, no
deadline has been set for the group to complete its work, and
it is unclear who will act on its recommendations.

This effort was preceded by other studies. In 1972 and
1973 IRS surveyed what data States had and in what format it
was available to determine if the data lent itself to IRS use
for a national compliance program. IRS concluded that not
enough State record systems used a social security number or
the employer identification number, the two preferable ways
to key State records to Federal records to make a national
compliance program feasible.

While a nativnal compliance program may not be feas-
ible, much State tax information can be useful to district
offices and se ice centers for local compliance programs.
For example, So,. is could provide IRS with results of State
audits and names of Federal nonfilers and underreporters.

IRS could use more State
audit reports

Iany States independently identify and select State
retur-,s for audit using their own criteria or tax formulas,
but IRS does not take full advantage of these audits. In
1976, 39 States audited more than 5.3 million State-selected
personal income tax returns. Twenty-three of these States
reported at least some audit results to IRS, but the other
16 did not report any results of their audits on 445,000
taxpayers to IRS. It is conceivable that at least some of
these audits could have been useful to IRS.

Many State audits of individuals are limited to corres-
pondence. It is not clear why all IRS service centers do not
want the results since correspondence audits are the service
centers' forte. A State's revenue from correspondence audits
is small--usually less than $100 per case--but the yield to
IRS would be larger since the Federal tax is generally
greater than that of the States. In fact, the six service
centers which used these State audit results found them to be
one of their most profitable sources of audit revenue per
return. In 1976 these centers assessed an average of $347 in
additional taxes and penalties per return using State audit
results.
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Many States also identify and select State corporate taxreturns for audit. In 1976, 44 States audited approximately583,000 State-selected corporate returns. Fifteen of theseStates reported some audit results to IRS but the remaining29 did not report any results on their audits of 280,000
corporate taxpayers to IRS.

State officials told us that IRS has not asked forresults of State audits. IRS officials in one district of-fice said they are not anxious to obtain State audits becausemost are handled through correspondence and are simple.Other IRS officials indicated that sometimes staffing limita-
tions may prevent IRS from using State audit results.

While thtese reasons may be valid, they should not pre-
clude IRS from attempting to look at available State informa-tion. Some IRS offices are profitably using State informationon audit results, which indicates that others could. Fur-thermore, the lack of aggressiveness by some IRS offices inseeking out useful State information is inconsistent with therecent interest expressed by IRS officials on obtaining Stateinformation.

Potential for IRS to identify Federal
nonfilers using State information

The States, in matching the IMF tapes with State tapesto identify State nonfilers, could easily identify potentialFederal nonfilers. However, IRS has not taken advantage ofthis apparent opportunity.

Only three States--California, Maine, and Utah--identifyand report potential Federal nonfilers to IRS. At least fourothers--Connecticut, Idaho, Massachusetts, and Montana--areplanning to do this, but at their own rather than IRS initi-ative. Massachusetts, for example, plans to send the State'sversion of an IMF tape to the Andover service center. TheState tape for tax year 1975 contains filers' names, ad-dresses, social security numbers, and all the information
on the first page of the State return. Ironically, the Statetape will cost IRS nothing even though the State pays IRSabout $4,500 for IRS TMF tape. The Massachusetts Tax Com-missioner initiated thus planned exchange. IRS officials atthe Boston district office and at Andover service centerwere unaware of this planned exchange but district officialsfelt that it might be worthwhile.
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Other States have useful information but neither
they nor IRS have discussed the possibility of exchanging
it. For example, one of the results of Rhode Island's
use of the IMF tape is a computer printout of State tax-
payers not listed on the IMF tape as having filed a Federal
tax return. The State has no objection to providing IRS
with this printout but IRS has never asked for it. Provi-
dence district office representatives thought that this in-
formation would not benefit IRS because they suspect most of
these Federal nonfilers would be residents of other States
and would be on another State's IMF tape. However, they
indicated that they could not be certain unless they ac-
tually obtained the information from the State.

States with gift taxes can also identify Federal non-
filers. New York, for example, receives special gift tax
tapes from two IRS service centers. New York then identifies
both State and Federal nonfilers by matching Federal and
State tapes. Starting in 1977 the State shared this informa-
tion with IRS, but IRS has not yet used it.

Tests conducted by IRS with California in 1961 and
Wisconsin in 1966 have shown that using State information
to identify nonfilers can be productive. In California the
project identified 1,500 Federal nonfilers from whom $300,000
in additional taxes was collected. This represented a reve-
nue yield of about $500 per IRS staff-hour. In Wisconsin the
project identified 900 nonfilers from whom IRS collected an
additional $259,000, a revenue-to-cost ratio of greater than
10 to 1.

Since States could easily identify suspected nonfilers,
and since experience, although dated, has shown it to be
profitable, IRS should seriously explore the feasibility of
a Federal nonfiler project based on State information.

IRS receives other types of information which could
identify nonfilers or underreporters. In 1976, 47 States
reported to us that IRS requested copies of or access to at
least 6,800 tax returns. This figure is conservative because
four of these States were not able to estimate the number of
tax returns IRS requested from them.

Thirty-five States routinely provided IRS with some of
the following types of tax information in 1976:
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Tax information routinely Number of State

provided to IRS providers

Estate or inheritance 26

Motor fuel 18

Highway user 13

Gift 10

Sales 5

Other 12

IRS mainly used estate and inheritance tax information 
to

verify the taxpayers' credits to their Federal estate tax.

Gift tax information includes audit reports, adjustments, 
and

Federal nonfilers. State sales tax information includes 
re-

sults of sales tax audits, lists of sales tax registrations

for selected occupations and businesses, and information on

sales tax refunds. Other types of State tax information

furnished to IRS include gambling and lottery information,

State tax refunds, corporate franchise tax, property trans-

fers, and court-awarded interest.

Many of the 13 States we visited had better audit cover-

age of motor fuel and highway user taxes than IRS; some had as

much as 100-percent audit coverage. IRS district offices have

taken advantage of this information, but none of the district

offices we visited maintained a record of the extent.

OTHER PROBLEMS RELATED TO EXCHANGE
-7TAi INFORMATION

Taxpayers not notified of possible
Changes in State tax liabIitl

IRS does not notify taxpayers that IRS audit adjust-

ments may also affect their State tax liability. The prob-

lem is compounded by the fact that many States do not receive

IRS audit reports which result in refunds. Many taxpayers

may not realize that a change in Federal tax liability may

affect their State tax liability and, accordingly, may fail

to file an amended State return.
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As a matter of equity and to increase goodwill, IRS
should notify each taxpayer that any change in his or her
Federal tax liability as a result of IRS audit might affect
his or her State tax liability. Informing taxpayers of the
possible need to file an amended State return might save them
money for penalties and interest under State tax laws. IRS
could inform the taxpayer by including such a notice in its
normal notification to the taxpayer of the results of his or
her IRS audit.

Outlook for "piggybacking" is dim

A form of Federal-State cooperation which appears
highly desirable, but which is not being used, is "piggy-
backing"--Federal collection and administration of State
individual income tax as authorized by the Federal-State
Tax Collection Act of 1972. All but nine States now
have a broad base individual income tax and are candidates
for piggybacking.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 requires that only one State
has to elect piggybacking before IRS can set up the imple-
menting mechanisms. However, since piggybacking was author-
ized in 1972, no State has elected to participate. In Sep-
tember 1977 IRS published proposed piggybacking regulations.

Proponents argue that it would improve the overall
efficiency of tax administration by (1) eliminating admini-
strativu duplication, (2) reducing State paperwork, (3) sim-
plifying tax compliance due to the one-return system for
both Federal and State income taxes, (4) providing a stand-
ard definition of residence so that it would oc more difficult
for individuals to evade State taxes, and (5) speeding the
flow of income tax revenue into State treasuries because the
Federal withholding system expedites the deposit of withheld
taxes.

States are reluctant to adopt piggybacking because they
believe it invades their prerogatives to legislate and im-
pose taxes. One of the most delicate issues to consider re-
garding Federal collection and administration of State taxes
is how such a system might affect the legislative preroga-
tives of the State. State legislators realize that to adopt
piggybacking, they must be willing to accept Federal philos-
ophy and policy with respect to the definition of tax base
and taxable income and accept changes in the Federal
system whenever they occur.
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Other objections cited by State tax officials in the 13
States we reviewed were:

-- The Federal Government could not collect and
deposit cash fast enough, thereby hurting
a State's cash flow.

-Each time the Congress decreases the tax rate, the
State would have to increase its tax rate just
to keep even; but the State could not react
fast enough and would withhold at the lower rate
in the meantime, thereby hurting its cash flow.

-- Voters believe that letting the Federal Government
take over would result in higher taxes in the
long run.

-- States doubt that IRS would increase its staff to
handle the additional workload in the enforcement
area.

In short, States are unwilling to give up control of their
taxing authority and have their tax policies determined by
the Federal Government.

Federal and State tax information is
improperly commingled

Although we did not review the adequacy of States'
physical safeguards over Federal tax information, we noted a
potential problem in some of the States we visited. Eight
of the 13 States we visited commingle Federal tax information
with the taxpayers' State records. These States are Califor-
nia, Florida, Idaho, Indiana, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island,
and Utah.

Existing IRS security guidelines specify that Federal
tax information must be kept separate, to the fullest extent
feasible, from State tax information and not maintained as
a part of the administrative file of the State tax return.
IRS's aim is to minimize the possibility of any inadvertent
disclosure to unauthorized persons. Commingling Federal and
State tax information increases the risk of inadvertent and
unauthorized disclosure.
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INEFFECTIVE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
CAUSES THE PROBLEM

Ineffective IRS program management is the basic reason
why Federal and State tax information needs have not been
sufficiently defined. IRS exchange activities are frag-
mented, unsystematic, and uncoordinated. Also, the absence
of an overall policy on restricting States to only the in-
formation they use has contributed to excessive disclosures.

IRS/State information exchange activities are conducted
informally even though they involve formal written agreements
and are consistent with the general disclosure policies ap-
plying to the change of all tax information. There are, how-
ever, no formal and uniform policies, procedures, and guide-
lines for limiting States to only that information they need
and can use. No one person or unit has overall responsibil-
ity. IRS devotes few resources to exchange activities and
has given the entire effort a low priority.

As early as 1970, an IRS Audit Division ad hoc study
group recognized that exchange activities were "seriously
lacking in unified direction and control." In a report to
the Director of the Audit Division, the study group found

--a lack of unified direction at the national
level or any level;

-- little consistency in the type of information
acquired from States and in the use made of it; and

--no real effort, either locally or nationally,
to determine what State information was available
or its value to IRS.

Several of the study group's recommendations were not
implemented. They are:

-- Establish a feedback system to each district
so that each will be aware of the benefits
obtained by other districts.

--Establish budgetary and priority considerations
for the entire program.

-- Furnish guidelines on availability of State
information and how it should be used.
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-- Institute a management reporting system to
assess the value and direction of the program
on a continuing basis.

We were unable to determine why these recommendations
were not implemented but believe they remain valid and rel-
evant to an effective exchange program for IRS.

Program responsibility fragmented

No one official or unit in IRS has overall
responsibility for directing, controlling, and evaluating
exchange activities. The exchange of tax information
is administered individually by each IRS district office,
each service center, and the national office, with little or
no coordination among the various components. Several
IRS divisions responsible to three separate assistant
commissioners operate various facets of the program.

Assistant
commissioner Division Program facet

Planning and Legislative Establishing agree-
Research Analysis ments with States

and providing
general leadership

Data Services Service and Preparing and
Design providing IMF

tapes

Compliance Audit Exchanging audit
reports with States

Disclosure Maintaining liaison
Operations with individual

States and implement-
ing disclosure
requirements

IRS officials at all levels said that exchange activi-
ties have a low priority. This is especially apparent at the
field level--district offices and service centers--where
virtually all exchange activities are implemented. At these
offices, one of the responsibilities of disclosure officers
is overseeing exchange activities. However, they generally
view their roles with respect to information exchange as
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being limited to (1) reviewing States' physical security
for Federal tax information. (2) insuring that only autho-rized information is disclosed, arind (3) recording disclo-
sures in taxpayers' files.

Most disclosure officers we spoke to did not think
they were responsible for managing exchange activities to
insure that States get useful and needed information. In
fact, most disclosure officers told us that the bulk of
their time is spent on other activities, mainly dealing with
requests from the general public. They estimated that th(;y
spend less than 10 percent of their time on exchange
activities.

District off.ces have not actively promoted tax
exchange activiti_-. Most of the district directors and
district disclosure officers we contacted said that they
will provide tav information based on a State's initiative,
but if a State iE not aggressive enough to ask what type of
information is avail ble, the district office will not vol-
untarily tell.

Absence of formal policies
and procedures

The IRS national office has done little to clarify
matters for the service centers and regional and district
offices. While the national office is issuing new guide-
lines relating to physical security and disclosure, it has
neglected to establish policies, procedures, and criteria
dealing with such critical matters as methods of exchanging
information, forms in which it should be exchanged, monitor-
ing State use of information, and restricting the information
provided to that which States can actually use. In the ab-
sence of this guidance, procedures are developed locally
between district offices and service centers and States with
little or no national office or, for that matter, regional
office awareness. The one exception is the IMF tare which
can only be obtained from the national office.

Because exchange practices vary in the field, some
States with similar needs get differing types and amounts of
information depending on the particular custom of each IRS
district office and service center. Rhode Island, for ex-
ample, receives gift tax audit reports from the IRS Provi-
dence district office but does not get Andover service cen-
ter's gift tax tape as New York does. Apparently, the
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service center never took the time to determine whetherother States needed the information. District officialswere aware of such information but they did not know thatthe State was not getting it. In other instances, someStates received IRS audit reports resulting in refunds butmost did not. At least one State which received them threwthem away.

Lack of coordination

There is vi-tually no coordination among districtoffices and service centers. Many district office and serv-ice center disclosure officers said that they have verylittle contact and coordination with each other regardingthe exchange program. This is indicated by the followingexamples:

-- The Cincinnati district office 'as providingOhio with audit reports meeting the State'scutoff criteria while the Cleveiand districtoffice was not considering the State'scriteria and instead was sending all auditreports. In November 1977, IRS told us ithad corrected this situation.

-- The Memphis service center would not honorrequests for information from Indiana andKentucky because it did not know these Stateshad agreements with the appropriate IRS dis-trict offices or that Indiana was receivingcopies of tax returns via the Indianapolis dis-trict office.

-- The Boston district office was unaware thatMassachusetts obtained information from theAndover service center and that the State'scutoff crit ria for audit reports were differentfor the service center and the district office.

Coordination problems often occur because the districtoffices negotiate most agreements between IRS and States.Service centers rarely enter into the negotiation picture.Consequently, States such as Rhode Island were not gettingcorrespondence audits which the service center had performed.
Disclosure officers we spoke to agreed that it would beadvantageous for them to meet periodically to better coordi-nate exchange activities. Some steps are being taken in this
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direction. In a recent quarterly report, the Andover service

center recommended that training and discussion sessions be

held for service center disclosure officers. At the time of
our review, the North Atlantic Region disclosure officer was

also planning such a session which would include district of-

fice disclosure officers.

Implementation agreements--a positive step
for Letter coordination

As a supplement to the uniform Federal-State agreement,

IRS and Wisconsin formulated an implementation agreement in

1976, which governs the actual exchange of tax information.

The implementation agreement denotes the specific IRS field

offices to be involved in exchanging information and des-

cribes in detail the exact types of information to be ex-

changed, fashioned to the requirements of the State and IRS.

For example, rather than IRS merely agreeing to provide audit

reports to the State, the agreement defines the specific
types of reports Wisconsin is not interested in, thus help-

ing to preclude the unnecessary disclosure of Federal tax

information. The agreement also contains provisions on copy-

ing costs, notifying State personnel of criminal penalties
for unauthorized disclosure, and notification to either party

to discontinue submitting tax information.

IRS and Wisconsin officials believe that the implemen-

tation agreement has many advantages. It not only provides

written instructions and guidelines for the exchange of tax

information between IRS and the State but also avoids poten-

tial problems and errors due to employee turnover because

certain details are readily available and in writing.

Although it is not the final answer to all of the prob-

lems hampering exchange activities, the implementation agree-

ment is a good example of positive action for better coordi-

nation. Its expans:on to other States, particularly those

which exchange large amounts of information with IRS, could

help to resolve many of the difficulties IRS and States have

been experiencing.

Program results are unknown

IRS has not mad- it a practice to assess the results

and effectiveness of tax information exchange activities.

IRS occasionally surveys program results; the most recent

survey was in 1975. However, IRS questioned the validity
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of the information. Until October 1976, IRS district
offices and service centers were not required to report
regularly to their regional offices or the national office
on the volume and type of information given to the States.
This reporting system, however, omits such important infor-
mation as the use made by States of Federal tax information,
additional tax assessments accruing to States, and costs of
administering the activities. IRS cannot evaluate the effec-
tiveness of exchange activities without this important fun-
damental data.

CONCLUSIONS

Complete and precise identification of each other's
tax information needs is the keystone of an effective
exchange program between IRS and the States. More accurate
identification of State information needs would minimize the
amount of information IRS gives to States and help insure
that States get only what they can use. Tailoring computer
tapes and screening IRS audit reports carefully are only two
steps that could be taken to reduce unnecessary disclosure
of information. Tailoring computer tapes seems especially
feasible since they are provided to States on a cost-
reimbursable basis. We recognize that States do not always
use what they intend to use and that sometimes reducing dis-
closures may be impractical. But both IRS and the States
can do more to protect the confidentiality of Federal tax
information.

Identification of State needs is also the first step to
insure that States receive tax information which they can
use effectively. And by taking advantage of opportunities
to receive and use State tax information, IRS would strongly
benefit from exchange activities.

It is improbable that IRS can take the necessary actions
for an effective exchange program given the current state of
its program management--an obvious lack of structure, direc-
tion, and coordination. The full benefits of exchanging tax
information with States will not be attained unless IRS pin-
points management responsibility for this activity and gives
it a higher priority. This can be done without an extensive
expenditure of resources. But unil it is done, IRS and
the States miss dn opportunity to increase tax collections
and improve taxpayer compliance.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue:

--Fix ma-.7gerial responsibility at the national
office level with authority to coordinate
all aspects of the program.

--Fix responsibility for managing the program at
the regional, district, and service center levels.

-- Establish formal policies, procedures, and
guidelines for implementing, monitoring, and
evaluating the program. This should include
a written policy of restricting States to
receiving only that Federal tax information
they genuinely need and use.

-- Completely evaluate each State's need for and
use of Federal tax information, as well as IRS's
need for State tax information.

-- Tailor magnetic tapes of tax information
to the particular needs of each State.

-- Develop an implementation plan with each State
spelling out the exact types and amounts of infor-
mation to be exchanged and the methods of exchange.

--Require States to provide precise cutoff criteria
and screen out, where appropriate, IRS audit
reports and DIF-scored returns which do not meet
the criteria provided.

--Include as part of security reviews at
States a determination that Federal tax
information provided is actually used and
that it is used for tax administration pur-
poses only.

-- Obtain feedback from States on additional
tax assessments or other benefits resulting
from IRS-supplied information.

--Notify taxpayers that any change in their
Federal tax liability resulting from IRS audit
could affect their State tax liability.
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IRS COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

In a March 9, 1978, letter, the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue said that IRS agreed generally with the substance of
our recommendations and has organized a task force to study
them in detail and plan their implementation to the maximum
practicable extent. Along with his response, the Commissioner
attached a copy of the task force prospectus containing infor-
mation about the study purpose and objectives. (See app. I.)

When discussing the prospectus in a later meeting, the
Deputy Commissioner said that once the task force completes
its study on June 1, 1978, the results would be sent to us
and the Joint Committee on Taxation and action would be taken
to correct deficiencies.

STATES' COMMENTS
AND OUR EVALUATION

We sent a copy of a draft of this report to each of the
15 States discussed in it for their review and written com-
ments. All 15 States responded. None disagreed with the
overall conclusions and recommendations. Three States pro-
vided primarily technical comments, and we made changes to
the report when appropriate. For other than technical com-
ments, the responses ranged as follows:

-- Eight States generally agreed with the report.

-- Three States commented that the report was
accurate but expressed concerns. Two of these
thought the report overstated the findings, while
the other was apprehensive that the report could
be used to damage the exchange program.

-- One State disagreed with our finding that it
receives excessive numbers of Federal tax returns.

Eight States agreed
with the report

The eight States which generally agreed with our find-
ings, conclusions, or recommendations were Connecticut,
Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
and Ohio. Examples of their comments follow:
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-- Georgia's comments included, "* * * we concur with
this report that certain unnecessary disclosures
could be eliminated by defining the information
which will actually be used by the State of Georgia
for tax administration purposes."

-- Louisiana's comments included, "The recommendations
contained in the report seem to have merit and are
consistent with our views."

-- Ohio's comments included, "We have reviewed the re-
port and in general agree with the recommendations."

Three States expressed
concerns about te report

Utah's and Wisconsin's comments noted that although the
reported findings appeared accurate, they may be over empha-
sized. Minnesota stated that the report was factual, but
it was'apprehensive that the report could damage the ex-
change program.

Utah

Utah's comment.s included:

"* * * shortcomings cited in the draft report are
for the most part correct although the gravity of
the offences seem to be somewhat over-emphasized.
For example, while we have received information in
this office that was not used, we in no way equate
this non-use with mis-use."

We understand Utah's perspective and concern. But
we did find large quantities of nonuse of Federal tax
information in numerous States. Further, confidentiality of
Federal tax information is a primary congressional and
public concern. And, as discussed in the report, limiting
the exchange of Federal tax information to that which is
genuinely needed is a fundamental step toward protecting
confidentiality.

We agree with Utah's comment that nonuse should not be
equated with misuse. Although nonuse does not necessarily
constitute misuse, it is an unnecessary disclosure of tax
information. Any unnecessary disclosure is unjustified when
it can be reasonably avoided.
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Wisconsin

Wisconsin's comments included:

"While * * * the report is well written and states
the facts precisely it does dramatize, perhaps un-
necessarily so, shortcomings which are procedural
and subject to easy correction."

Wisconsin was concerned that people might think the program
"is sloppily administered."

Although we agree that some problems may be procedural
and easy to correct, many are not. For example, our recom-mendation that IRS completely evaluate each State's need for
Federal tax information as well as IRS's need for State in-formation do not stem from a procedural problem and may be
difficult to implement. Our objective in pointing out ad-
ministrative problems to be corrected was to further improve
an already worthwhile program.

Minnesota

Minnesota's comments included:

"If, as a result of your report, the foes of
Federal/State Tax Cooperation and the secrecy
people were motivated or overreacted, grave
damage could be done to existing relations."

Any damage to the Federal-State tax exchange program asa result of our report would be unfortunate and contrary toour intent. We stated that the program has resulted in bene-fits to IRS and States. Furthermore, we believe the program
is important and, with improvements, can produce even greater
benefits while at the same time protecting the confidenti-
ality of the exchanged information.

Florida disagreed that
it received excessive
numbers of Federal tax returns

Florida disagreed that excessive Federal returns were
disclosed to the State and commented that the report does
not fairly assess its use of Federal tax information.
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But its comments included:

"As part of our continuing review of screening cri-
teria, we have implemented adjustments for 1978 that
will reduce the number of returns microfilmed by 40
to 50 percent, except every third year. This ad-
justment was implemented to overcome microfilming
returns that are presently used infrequently."

The adjustments made by Florida in 1978 are a positive step
toward reducing unnecessary disclosures.

Florida also pointed out several technical matters, not
discussed in our report, which it believes should be ad-
dressed when assessing how it uses Federal tax information.
In our report, we presented several broad alternatives to
Florida's current method of obtaining Federal tax informa-
tion in an effort to minimize excessive disclosures. We
did not address all of the technical implications of our
suggested alternatives nor try to arrive at a single answer
to the excessive disclosure problem. IRS and Florida
should.

We believe that IRS and Florida are in the best posi-
tion to assess Florida's Federal tax information needs,
including analyses of all technical matters. IRS has begun
to do this. In June 1977, as a result of discussions with
us, IRS appointed an analyst to examine the total informa-
tion exchange process in Florida.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE
Washington, DC 2 224

MAR 9 1978

Mr. Victor L. Lowe, Director
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Lowe:

We appreciate the time and effort spent by your

staff reviewing the exchange of Federal and State tax

information. We agree generally with the substance

of your recommendations; and we have organized a task

force to study them in detail and to plan their imple-

mentation to the maximum practicable extent.

Attached for your information is a copy of the

prospectus for this task force. We would be glad to

consider any comments or suggestions you may have with

respect to the prospectus.

With kind regarde,

Sincerely,

Attachment
Copy of the Prospectus

Depammnt o Treury Intmmn Renue lwvce
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PROSPECTUS

Proposal to create a task force to study the recommendations of
the General Accounting Office in its draft report entitled: "IRS
Needs to Better Manage the Exchange of Federal and State Tax Information."

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

As stated in out comments on the GAO draft rep-rt now in clearance,
we are in agreement that GAO's recommendations raise serious questions
as to the future course of the IRS-State exchange relationship and of
the Service's methods of haidling same. The GAO report creates the

opportunity to assess an area which frequently has not been given
asufficient management emphasis since it is out of the main stream of
the Service's activities. This area has assumed more critical impor-

tance due to the enactment in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 of the new
tax disclosure laws. These new provisions have placed broad new areas
of responsibility on the Service as they mandate our attention not only
to safeguard tax return information in the hands of those agencies
authorized to receive same under the new law, but to ensure that such
information. is distributed only as truly needed. GAO has also recommended
that the Service can enhance its own compliance and collection programs
through more and better use of tax data garnered by the states--an
opportunity which we ought to exploit to the fullest.

Consequently, we believe there is a critical need to form a task
force to examine the problem areas identified in the GAO study as well
as GAO's reconmradations and to advise management how best to proceed.

OBJECTIVES

The study group will be given wide latitude in the conduct of
this study so that they can be fully responsive to its purpose and
objectives. The objectives set forth below should be realized to the
extent possible. However, if additional items are identified during
the course of the study, the group will address itself to such items
and include them in its report. Present objectives are:

1. Review current delegations of authority and organizational
configuration to recommend where in the National Office
responsibility for the coordination of the IRS-State rela-
tionship ought to be fixed.

2. Review current IRS-State exchange operations and recommend
where responsibility for this program at the regional, district
and service center levels ought to be fixed.
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3. Review all pertinent Service policies, manual issuances and
other directives with a view toward determining what additional
instructions to the field are necessary to a sound and practical
administration of this area. This objective would include
consideration of what additional policy statements are necessary
to govern the amount, need and uses for Federal tax data by the
states.

4. Are additional mediums for governing the exchange, such as the
"Implementation Agreements" in use in some districts and recom-
mended by GAO for more widespread use, advisable?

5. Review the current methods of exchange to determine if data
can and should be more specifically tailored to the type and
quantity actually usable by the state. Recommend the best
methods of arriving at the appropriate formula for determining
the best type and amounts of data to be exchanged. Examine
the variety of current field procedures now in use and determine
if such procedures can or should be made uniform.

6. Study the current methods prescribed for the conduct of state
security reviews and advise as to how same can be i.mproved upon.
This study should include recommendations as to how best to
ensure that such reviews include an assessment as to the states'
need for and use of Federal tax data,

7. Determine the potential of state tax data not now being realized
by the IRS. Analyze the cost of obtaining and processing such
information as against the benefits to be realized.

8. Study and advise es to how and to what extent taxpayers should
be advised of the impact of the IRS-State exchange on their cwn
tax affairs.

9. Analyze what additional steps, if any, should be taken to obtain
greater feedback from the states as to additional tax assessments
or other benefits derived from IRS supplied information.

METHOD OF STUDY

Members of the study group should visit district, service center,
and regional offices as the proceedings of the group point to informa-
tional needs. Initially two regional offices may be visited. If necessary
other regional offices may be visited. Travel costs are the maximums
now considered probable and are shown under "Cost of Study" below, Visits
may also be made to state tax agencies. Consultations with N.A.T.A. and
similar organizations might also provide useful input.
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A thorough review of all existing and proposed policy statements,
manual issuances, exchange agreements, implementation agreements, and
regulationswill be conducted. An analysis of selected state laws
impacting on this area will also be undertaken.

Additionally data analysis will be utilized to explore the full
impact of information exchange on Service resources and the best methods
of exchange available.

The task force will report back to the Deputy Commissioner not later
than June 1, 1978.

It is preferable to approach a study of this type by developing
specific questions to be answered in relation to each objective. Listed
below are some specific questions of this type. These are not all-
inclusive; the study group will extend, revise or amend the questions
as circ nstances dictate. It will be essential, however, that adjust-
ments to the questions set forth in this prospectus be shared with all
members of the study group so that uniform surveys and discussions
with field and National Office officials can be assured and meaningful
evaluation guaranteed.

Objective 1 - Organizational Configuration - National Office Level

A. To what element of the National Office should coordination of
these activities be centralized? Related questions involve the proposed
organizational configuration including required staffing and delegations
of authority.

Objective 2 - Responsibility in the Field

A. To whom will field responsibility for the program be assigned--
at the district and regional office level?

B. To whom will such officials report and from whom will they
receive technical guidance? Managerial direction?

C. To what degree should the District Director, appropriate ARC'
or Regional Commissioner become involved in the program?

Objective 3 - Review of Pertinent Directives

A. What basic policy statements are needed to serve as the foundation
for further guidance to responsible operating officials?

B. Are further delegations of authority necessary and appropriate?
What degree of local discretion will be vested in the field and to which
officials?
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C. What implementing manual provisions are necessary beyond those
presently in process or currently in issuance?

D. What basic coordination is required to ensure effective direction
and control of this program? How will it be accomplished?

E. What is the legal basis for limiting state access to tax data
to only those elements IRS believes they genuinely "need" or can "use?"
How will the determination of "need" or "use" be made?

Objective 4 - The Exchange Agreement - The Implementation Agreement

A. Does the "Implementation Agreement" approach now contemplated
in proposed Chapter 33(00) of the new Disclosure Handbook and endorsed
by GADO provide a framework for resolving problems identified in the
Report or should the existing Exchange Agreement alone suffice?

B. What form will such an agreement assume? What general guidance
should be issued, if any, beyond proposed Chapter 33(00)?

C. What "negotiations" or other preliminary discourse with the
states should precede execution of agreements?

D. What permanent machinery for continuing liaison and oversight
by IRS should be provided for in such agreements?

Obhective 5 - Methods of Exchange

A. What ADP modifications can be made or need to be made to help
promote interchange of data?

B. What is the effect on NCC or service center procedures and
resources?

C. Given the variety of state aidnnistrative setups, can uniformity
of procedure be attained? Should it be? What should be left to local
devices?

D. Are district procedures adequate? Should standard procedures
be developed or should local initiative continue?

Objective 6 - State Security Reviews

A. What is the legal basis for i-posing an additional requirement
re: need and use? What are the limits to which such legal theory may
be employed? What are the consequences in the event of a state's failure
to comply? What sanctions may be imposed by IRS?
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B. Are instructions as to the conduct of such reviews adequate?

C. Is there a need for minimun standards and criteria not already
prescribed?

Objective 7 - The Potential Value of State Tax Data

A. What are the costs? The benefits?

B. How may continuing liaison at appropriate operating levels
to facilitate the receipt of this information be effected?

C. What further requlrenents should be published to ensure maximum
use of state tax data by appropriate IRS elements?

Objective 8 - Making the Public Aware

A. What are the best ways to educate the public concerning the
IRS-State exchange?

B. Can the Form 1040 or 1040A instructions be utilized for this
purpose?

C. What further publicity efforts are appropriate or necessary?

Objective 9 - Better Feedback from States as to the Benefits of IRS Data

A. What arrangements can be made Lo secure accurate and meaningful
data as to the benefits the states have derived from IRS supplied data?

B. Can such data be classified and assembled by the states to
provide data of value to the Service?

C. Can this be arranged for in the "Implementation Agreement?"

COIPOSITION OF THE TASK FORCE

The task force would be chaired by a representative of the division
most directly involved with this area presently and who would be familiar
with all applicable laws and present procedures. We propose the Assistant
Director, Disclosure Operations Division, Arnold Gordon.

Other functions or positions to be represented on the task force
and the reasons for their inclusion would be:
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lunction/Poaition

Compliance This Division is the most directly affected
(Audit Division)** at the district and service center levels.

by the exchange of data with the states.

Planning & Research This function is currently charged with(Legislative Analysis)** overall responsibility for IRS-State
liaison including preparation and review
of the Exchange Agreements.

Regional Disclosure Officer* The force would benefit from the exper-
iences of a field official who has day-
to-day contact with these problems.

ACTS** Most of the data exchange takes place
at the service center. GAO recomnan-
dations impact heavily on service center
operations.

Data Services ** The GAO recommendations focus on the
Service's ability to tailor magnetic tape
information to the needs of the individual
states. These questions impact on Data
Services' programs and require, for their
resolution, ADP expertise.

State Tax Agency Official*** The results of the study impact heavily
on state tax administration. The avail-
ability of state tax data is also a
prime subject for analysis.

Chief Counsel A full olution of these problems may
have - ,. implications. Counsel would
be ass i .- have a staff attorney on
call %!u' ,o-, ld be familiar with this
area.

Security Standards & Much of this study has security implications.
Evaluation Division**

*The Director, Disclosure Operations Division would make thisnomination with the concurrence of the affected Regional Commissioner.

**To ba nominated by the Assistant Commissioners affected.

***We intend to seek nominations from N.A.T.A. to fill this
requirement. This person may be employed as a consultant or a temporaryemployee when actually engaged on the task force's work.
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COST OF STUDY

This study will require approximately one-half of six people's
time for a period of four months. Additionally, as noted above a
representative from Administration and Chief Counsel would be on call.
Estimated personnel costs are calculated at Step 5 of each grade
specified. The State agency official's pay grade will be assumed to
be at the equivalent of Step 5 of a GS-15 although this item has not
been finalized.

2 CS-15 $13,664
4 GS-14 23,330
1 GS-5 1,880 (one month's clerical work)

Total $38,874

Estimated Travel Costs

Seven 4-day trips
Four meetings in Washington, D. C.

Per Diem $2,000
Transportation $3,000

Total $5,000

Prospectus Approved:

Deputy Commissioner
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LOCATIONS WE VISITED
In addition to IRS national office, Washington, D.C., wevisited the following locations.

IRS IRS IRS State taxregional offices district offices service centers departments
Atlanta Albany Andover California
Chicago Atlanta Atlanta Connecticut
Cincinnati Boise Brookhaven Florida
New York Boston Cincinnati Georgia
San Francisco Rzooklyn Fresno Idaho

Cincinnati Kansas City Indiana
Cleveland Memphis Kentucky
Hartford Ogden Massachusetts
Indianapolis 

New York
Jacksonville 

Ohio
Los Angeles 

Rhode Island
Louisville 

Utah
Manhattan 

Wisconsin
Milwaukee

Providence

Salt Lake City

San Francisco
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STATE ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL TAX INFORSATION

RECEIVED DUWIING CALENDAR YEAR 1976

Ncuber of Number of
Number of IRS audit Federal Nluber of Other Fed- Estimated additional
taxpayer reports tee returna copies of sral tax Stats tax*s assessed
records received identified Federal information as a result of

received Individ- Cot. by IRS for tax returns received using Federal tax
State on IMF tape uals rati. Stte audit received (note a) information

AlabOaI (b) 9,666 898 - 457 Yes S '833,000
Alaska 148,773 1,000 4 - 1 No 414,500
Arizona 828,780 18,656 265 - 10 Yes 1,565,701
Arkansas 693,774 31,000 360 - 368 Yes 1,172,800
California 8,477,454 216,000 8,000 - 900 Yes 4S,839,772
Colorado 1,032,760 21,000 1,000 - Yes 588,900
Connecticut !,257,917 349 917 - Yes 1,875,000
Delaware 230,263 2,500 150 25 No 787,000
District of

C-umibia 309,622 4,078 14 200 4,284 Yes 2,997,40C
lc:id 3,128,167 - 1,431 - 216,239 Yus 8,718,949

Georgia 1,759,553 9,115 397 - 250 Yes 5,264,660
oawaii 345,444 4,000 480 12 Yes 420,466

Idaho 305,240 6,399 (c) - 2,000 Yes 391,999
Illinois 4,436,497 d/6,628 (e) - f/047 Yes d/3,814,247
Indiana 1,999,208 10,000 1,500 - 20 Yes 1,849,702
lowe 1,102,841 3,725 240 - 10 No 1,002,000
sansas (b) 3,824 390 - 100 Yes 769,575

Sentucky 1,153,792 12,130 44S 670 - Yes 1,144,878
Louisiana 1,259,516 5,000 850 -200 No 5,850,000
Maine 403,401 6,0C0 200 -24 Yes 63z,000
Maryland 1,620,935 7,200 - 7,250 No 1:943,228
Maesachusetts 2,280,684 13,000 1,720 162 No 10,192,000
tichlgan 3,319,749 28,611 639 - 379 Yea 6,094,102
Minnesota (b) 37,123 1,241 - 249 Yes 3,63s,847
Nisiesitppi 709,238 900 250 - 1,175 Yes 2,000,000
Missouri 1,766,180 17,100 1,416 - 50 No 2,252,441
Montana 290,827 4,987 166 - 200 Yes 1,304,081
Nebraska 607,048 13,000 60 10 No 669,500
Nevada (b) - - No -
New Hampshire 335,215 1,382 257 30 Yes 447,947
New Jersey 2,895,873 - 300 - 50 Yes 250,000
New Mexico 417,745 1,120 100 - 20 Yea 699,000
Now York 6,700,?39 192,000 11,000 15,000 207,000 Yes 38,032,458
North Carolina (b) 19,670 1,015 - 1,541 Yes 4,258,665
North Dakota 244,242 2,200 40 100 Yes 386,000
Ohio 4,131,250 4,200 2,400 200 Yes 670,000
Oklahoma 976,103 70,000 1,000 - 72,000 Yes 1,350,000
Oregon (b) g/4,328 V/561 100 Yes 1,161,720
Pennsylvania 4,533,875 - 3,944 15 Yes 7,225.958
Rhoda Island 373,448 4,032 810 - Yes 1,511,446
South Carolina (b) 769 186 - Yes 924,274
South Dakota (b) - 5 - 34 Yes -
Tennessee 1,13,16 - 700 - 400 Yes 2,400,000
Texas 4,565,988 - - No
Utah 435,927 6,000 225 - 6,184 Yes 350,000
Vermont 178,535 3,764 100 - Yes 593,218
Virginia 1,899,333 5,750 500 - 25 Yes 4,650,000
Washington (b) - 10 Yes
Nest Virginia 609,826 600 - - 12 No 290,000
Wisconsin 1,768,306 19,000 914 - No 2,850,000
Wyoming _(b) _ - - 6 Yes

Total 71,054.724 79i.806 47 090 22 9 $Se,077434

a/Includes tax information on one or more of the following--estates, gifts, employers, exempt organizations,
motor fuel, highway users, and others.

b/State did not receive IMF tape in 1976.

c/Unknown.

d/For fiscal year 1976.

s/Included in total for individuals.

f/For July 1, 1976, to June 9, 1977.

s/Represents number audited by State rathet than the number received.
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PRINCIPAL TREASURY OFFICIALS

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING

ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

Tenure of office
From To

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY:
W. Michael Blumenthal Jan. 1977 PresentWilliam E. Simon Apr. 1974 Jan. 1977George P. Shultz June 1972 Apr. 1974

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE:
Jerome Kurtz May 1977 PresentWilliam E. Williams (acting) Feb. 1977 May 1977Donald C. Alexander May 1973 Feb. 1977

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
(COMPLIANCE):

Singleton B. Wolfe Mar. 1975 PresentHarold A. McGuffin (acting) Feb. 1975 Mar. 1975John F. Hanlon Jan. 1972 Jan. 1975
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (ACCOUNTS,
COLLECTION, AND TAXPAYER
SERVICE) (note a):

James I. Owens May 1977 PresentJames I. Owens (acting) July 1976 May 1977Robert H. Terry Aug. 1973 July 1976
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (DATA

SERVICES) (note a):
Patrick J. Ruttle Jan. 1977 Present

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (PLANNING
AND RESEARCH):

Anita F. Alpern May 1975 PresentAnita F. Alpern (acting) Jan. 1975 May 1975Dean J. Barron Aug. 1973 Dec. 1974
a/Effective January 2, 1977, responsibility for IRS systemdesign, programing, and analysis as well as National Com-puter Center and Detroit data center operations was trans-ferred from the Assistant Commissioner (Accounts, Collec-tion, and Taxpayer Service) to the Assistant Commissioner(Data Services).

(268034)
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